FLU EPIDEMIC RAGES EVERYWHERE BUT HERE

Gunnison Escapes With One Suspected, But Very Light Case. Takes Toll Thru State.

To date, there have been reported in the state of Colorado 9,000 cases of the Flu, with 311 deaths directly traceable to the disease. The Capital City has suffered greatly through this epidemic, having reported 2,500 cases to date. The disease is being checked in all sections, and latest reports show a considerable abatement each day. Gunnison has been singularly fortunate, having had only one case reported to headquarters so far.

The epidemic at Sargents is dying out, but of course, the disease is spreading into surrounding valleys.

Montrose, Delta, and Grand Junction all have it, with a number of deaths. Salida is reported to have hundreds of cases. At Golden, where the schools and college re-opened the students brought it back and there are 600 cases alleged.

The best advice seems to be, call a doctor the minute you have symptoms, keep warm but secure plenty of fresh air, and to remain indoors and take care of yourself several days after the disease seems broken to avoid pneumonia.